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OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT
The FORCE project, a five-year
initiative funded by the European
Union, commenced in 2010 and brings
together a team of researchers from
20 organisations based in 10 countries
within the Caribbean, Europe, the US
and Australia.
Caribbean people rely heavily on
coral reefs, which contribute billions of
dollars each year through tourism,
fisheries and coastal protection. Coral
reefs are being damaged by activities
such as unsustainable fishing and
pollution, and face an uncertain future
with global climate change.
The FORCE project will address
im por t ant q uestions about how
changes will affect coastal communities and livelihoods such as fisheries
and tourism. Recommendations will be
disseminated to stakeholders throughout the Caribbean on how to protect
the reefs.

COMMUNITY MEETING
FORCE fieldwork started in Honduras
during June 2011.
The FORCE team
visited West End Roatan, Utila, and the
Utila Cays. A meeting was held in Utila
Cays to:
•Explore recent changes in tourism,
fishing, and the community of the Utila
Cays.

People were asked to help build a
timeline about changes in the Utila Cays
and discuss who is involved in looking
after the reefs. This leaflet presents the
results of this meeting and some early
results from the project.
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HISTORICAL TIMELINE
The purpose of the timeline was to learn more about the history of the community and the changes that have been important to
local people. The timeline shows events and changes in the Utila Cays identified by people at the meeting.
Pre-1960s
The first engine 1956
First tourists I saw on the
Cays 1959

Had fish pots, traps, water glass 1940s
Doing a lot of work - no gas, was done with back and muscle
Could see many sharks from the dock 1950s - 1960s

1990s
Scarcity of fish
Fish finders and GPS meant boats could fish in the
night

1960s
Tourism growing, mainly Americans

Got electricity

Used to rent rooms
No fish finders 1950s-60s
Nurse sharks in the hundreds. No one catching them
Fished 2-3 times a week, fishing wasn't 24 hours
Only 1-2 people buying fish
Nets and pots were used to catch fish
More electricity
Poor community
School only up to 3rd grade
Hurricane Fifi 1969

Could select your fish, "I want a snapper" 1960s onwards
Paddling and sailing until the 1970s

Hotel Kayla 1995
BICA (diving regulations) 1998
Hurricane Mitch 1998
Hurricane Mitch damaged reef

1980s

Had a patronato 1990s - 2000s
Had closed season; had more fish, lobster, and
conch after 1990s - 2000s
Building on/in the water 1990s - 2000s
Less fish around 1990s - now

Started to have less trees and more houses

Fish 10 cents a pound

Hurricane Gretta 1978

Product got smaller

2000s

1970s

Caribs/Garifuna migration
Mainlanders coming over

Tourism started
Utila has more tourists

Electricity by generator, only 4 hours a day Pre-2003
UpCo- Electricity improved, increased to 24 hours/day 2003
Fishing trips 2003
Hurricane Katrina (not much damage) 2005
Cement bridge connecting the Cays 2005
Sun Jam 2005
UCME/CEMU 2006
Laguna Beach 2006
People concerned about the future of fishing 2006 onwards

Harpoons up to the 1980s
School up to 10th grade 2007
Europeans started coming, 1980s-90s
BICA patrolling 2008
Tourists like the whale sharks (harmful)
Lion fish 2008
New fish traps
Got a doctor in 1 day a week 2008/2009
Fish finders and Fathometers
Earthquake 2009
Beth started fish factory, paying good money
Mainlanders started increasing, led to more fishing
2010s
Yellow leaf coconut tree sickness
School rebuilt, 2nd floor 2010
Most people lived off coconuts, but died off in 1980s
Red tide - killed some fish - squabs and other reef fish 1980s?
Started night fishing
Fish numbers started to drop off
School up to 6th grade
Still some sharks seen from the dock, but smaller

Big drop in the number of fish
Faster boats
Traps move further off shore
BICA
More tourists from Hotel Kayla
More restaurants with increase in tourism

Piped water (about 2005)
Water from Utila

Fishing flat
Fish pots and spears are killing the reef
Snappers aren't coming anymore (changes every
year)
Seasonally get a lot of tourists
Need tourists, don't get enough

Future

NOTE:
Left side of line - Given by date

Right side of line - Given by decade
Community
Tourism
Fisheries

Need a season for fishing
Need to stop catching the small fish
Need to control the catch when the fish are spawning
Need law enforcement

Need help with tourism like Roatan
Need big ships from Roatan
More tourism would be good
Need activities other than fishing

KEY EVENTS

1990s"

1980s"

People at the meeting identified the most important changes that have
affected how people use the reefs.

Fish"numbers"started"to"drop"oﬀ"
Fish"factories"

1) “... FISHING ON THE REEF?”
• All the fishermen
• The whole community on the Cays
• Fish factory owners
• Alcalde (Mayor)
• Business owners
• BICA

Hotel"Kayla"
Big"drop"in"the"number"of"ﬁsh"
Changes'by'decade'
2000s"

The FORCE team wanted to find out people’s
opinions on who should be involved in taking care
of the reefs. People identified the following
stakeholders that should be invited if a meeting was
held about fishing, tourism, or their community.
Responses are listed in order of importance
according to community members.

Faster"boats"
BICA"

People"concerned"about"the"
future"of"ﬁshing"(last"5"years)"
UpCoL"Electricity"improved,"
increased"to"24"hours/day"2003"
Earthquake"
Higher"grade"levels"at"the"school"

2) “...TOURISM ON THE SEA?”

High"School"

• Alcalde (Mayor)
• Hotel owners
• Restaurant owners
• Dive shops
• Fish factories

Piped"water"
Water"from"UVla"
2010s"

“W HO S HOULD BE AT A
MEETING ABOUT...?”

Need"tourists"
0" 1" 2" 3" 4" 5" 6" 7" 8" 9" 10"11"12"
Number'of'*mes'priori*sed'

3) “...THE FUTURE OF THE
COMMUNITY?”
• Herman
• Louis
• Michael
• Jerry
• Sidney
• Alcalde (Mayor)
• Congressmen
• Miss Betty
• School teachers
• UCME (the Steves)
• BICA

OPINIONS ON REEF MANAGEMENT
We are interested to get people’s opinions about how the reefs
are being looked after. People we interviewed were given a
series of statements and asked whether they agreed or
disagreed. The following shows the community’s feelings about
the management of the reefs.

I%understand%who%is%in%charge%of%the%reefs%
When%people%in%charge%make%decisions,%informa@on%is%provided%to%
the%community%
The%people%that%look%aEer%coral%reefs%in%this%area%do%a%good%job%

There%are%ways%you%can%challenge%rules%made%about%reefs%

KEY ISSUES

I%have%an%opportunity%to%par@cipate%in%decisions%made%about%reefs%

Rules%that%aﬀect%how%people%use%the%reef%are%enforced%fairly%
Diﬀerent%groups%(e.g.%ﬁshers,%tourism%operators,%government)%that%
have%an%interest%in%coral%reefs%work%well%together%
The%people%in%charge%of%reefs%have%enough%resources,%training%and%
knowledge%
The%people%in%charge%of%reefs%have%plans%in%place%to%respond%to%
emergencies%or%future%changes%
0%%
AGREE%

50%%

SOMETIMES%

DISAGREE%

UNSURE%

100%%

REEF HEALTH
Most people though that fish, lobster and conch are
scarcer now than in the past. People mentioned having to
travel further to catch the same amount of fish on the
banks. Several people also commented that conch are
smaller now than they used to be. However, people
commented that most fishers on the Cays do not fish on
the near shore reef.
Several other factors were thought to affect the reef,
including the increase in population on the island, which
has led to encroachment of houses into the sea, breaking
up of coral, reclaiming land, over-fishing and increased
pollution.

LIVELIHOODS
Many people were concerned about the future, some
saying that within 5 years they are going to be in serious
trouble if there is not enough fish to sustain the island.
People felt their children have few options in the future,
and many people expressed a need for better education
on the Cays.
People running businesses on the Cays also said it was
difficult to make a living. The Cays do not benefit from
tourism in the same way as Utila, and many people are
keen to see more tourism on the Cays to provide more job
opportunities.

MANAGEMENT OF THE REEF
Most people on the Cays feel that BICA is the main
organisation involved in reef management. However,
many people felt that BICA are ineffective and lack
resources. People thought there was a need for more
patrols at different times of the day to address issues
related to fishing on the reef. Not everyone was
supportive of BICA, although some expressed the view
that BICA should have a stronger role as long as it does
not prevent them from fishing.

DIVING
Every year thousands of tourists from around the world travel
to the Bay Islands to have the chance to experience beautiful
coral reefs and abundant fish life. As a result the dive industry
plays a very important role in the economy of the Bays
Islands. Interviews were carried out with over 20 dive
businesses in the Bay Islands to get an understanding of the
economic value of the industry. More than 160 SCUBA divers
were also interviewed to identify how changes in reef fish
could affect the dive industry, and to gather information on
the types of divers who visit.
Low-cost SCUBA certifications attract many divers to Utila,
many of whom heard about the area either through word of
mouth or travel guides. With well over 5,000 certifications per
year, some of the dive operators stated that they provide
extra training in order to ensure that the high volume of new
divers do not negatively affect the reefs
Of the divers who were interviewed in Utila and the Utila
Cays (80 in total), 95% were visiting Utila for the first time
and 40% said the main reason why they came was to dive.
32% of visitors were from Europe and 32% were from the
USA. The divers who come to Utila are mostly beginners,
with only 6% of those interviewed certified as Rescue Diver or
higher.

DIVER SATISFACTION
Most of the divers were reasonably satisfied with their recent
dives in Utila. Approximately 60% said that Utila was better
than most of the places they had dived before and 13%
stated that it was the best. Almost all the divers were very
satisfied with the experience of diving in Utila. Divers were
most satisfied with the professionalism and friendliness of the
dive operators and the water visibility on the dive. Divers
stated that they would have been more satisfied if they had
seen more fish and larger fish on their dives.

DIVER’S LEVEL OF SATISFACTION FROM THEIR MOST
RECENT DIVE
Water"clarity"(visibility)"
Number"of"large"ﬁsh"
Numbers"of"ﬁsh"
Variety"of"ﬁsh"and"sea"life"
Live"coral"cover"
Crowding"at"dive"site"
Professionalism"/"friendliness"
of"dive"operator"
Overall"sa/sfac/on"
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Sa/sfac/on"ra/ng"(maximum"of"5)"

HOW WOULD YOU RATE UTILA COMPARED TO
OTHER PLACES WHERE YOU HAVE DIVED?
Don't&
know&
6%&

Best&
10%&
Be;er&
than&most&
41%&

Worse&
than&most&
17%&
About&the&
same&
23.6%&

FISHING
Over 90 fishers were interviewed from the Bay Islands, including people who fish for food,
for fun and to earn a living. Most were “local islanders”, as well as people from around the
north coast of Honduras.
Fishing plays an important role in the lives of many on the Bay Islands. In the Utila Cays,
many of the fishers interviewed own wooden or fiberglassed dories and fish with rods and
reels or by hand. Fishers in the Utila Cays travel many miles from shore to fishing sites and
shallow banks around the Bay Islands. In addition to trolling and bottom fishing for yellow-tail
snapper, deep fishing for grouper and snapper species such as “long-tails”, “silks” and
“yellow-eyes” is also very popular. Fishers spend about 9 hours line fishing and the average
age of the fishers was 46 years. Fishers from the Utila Cays are very knowledgeable about
the movement of fish and know how the “moons” and the seasons affect fish behaviour. For
example, in the mutton snapper fishery the fishers know how storms trigger the arrival of
these fish and so the community gets involved to make use of this opportunity. Diving for
lobster and conch also appears to be a very important fishery and high prices are received
for their sale. Many people have noticed a decline in the number and size of these animals
and are concerned that it may get worse in the future.

USING THIS
INFORMATION
This report shows some of the
information we collected from
people in Utila Cays. This
information will be used to
help to describe people’s
opinions on how coral reefs
are used for fishing and
tourism, and how the reefs are
being looked after.
The information people shared
with us will help to develop an
understanding about how
people depend on reefs and
how they will respond to
changes in the future.
While this project is not
involved in making decisions,
we will share this information
with people and organisations
involved in reef management
and decision-making at local
and national levels. None of
t he infor mation collected
during this project will be
linked to anyone’s name, but
we hope that the project will
provide an opportunity to
share the interesting stories
that we have collected.
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THANK
YOU!
Many thanks to all that
attended this meeting
or took the time to
contribute information
to our research.
After Honduras FORCE
team is conducting
further fieldwork in 3
countries.

